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Could the Big Diesel’s busted thumb benefit the Hawks?
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Even with two good thumbs, Shaq couldn't stop

Jamal Crawford's driving flip. (AJC photo by

Curtis Compton)

The trading deadline came and went, but the NBA East keeps changing. The Cavaliers lost their

first three games after trading for Antawn Jamison. The Celtics lost at home to the Nets. The Magic

blew a fat lead in New Orleans. The Hawks wasted a lead in Oakland and then were undone by

Jason Kidd. And now this:

Shaquille O’Neal had surgery on his right thumb and will miss the remainder of the regular season.

Suddenly Cleveland doesn’t just want Zydrunas Ilgauskas to return. It needs him badly. Thing is,

Big Z can’t re-sign with the team that just traded him until he sits out 30 days, and the Cavs, as

John Hollinger of ESPN.com notes, have 10 more games before then. Almost everybody had

conceded the East’s No. 1 seed to Cleveland, and the Cavs still figure to hold that spot. (They lead

Orlando by six games.) But let’s say O’Neal doesn’t make it back until Round 2 of the playoffs.

Wouldn’t holding the No. 4 seed in the East, as opposed to the No. 3, be a better thing?
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The Hawks are No. 3 as of this morning. If the postseason began today and the top four seeds

advanced beyond the first round, they’d play Orlando in Round 2 with the Magic having four of the

seven possible games at its place. Given that the Hawks haven’t beaten Orlando anywhere this

season — they even lost by 37 points in an exhibition at the O-Dome — you’d have to say the local

team doesn’t match up well.

But say the Hawks were to slip behind Boston. (They’re a game ahead.) They’d be No. 4, and in

Round 2 they might just find a Cleveland team  trying to work Shaq back into its rotation. They still

wouldn’t have the homecourt edge, but the Hawks have at least played the Cavs relatively close in

their two meetings. (They trailed by a point after three quarters in the first meeting and led by 17 in

the second.)

There have been those who’ve suggested all along the Hawks would be better served facing

Cleveland in Round 2 than Orlando, and now I’ve officially joined that camp. It’s never easy for any

team to recalibrate so late in a season. The Cavs would still have LeBron on their side, but the

Hawks would have stability. And that’s not nothing.

But for that to happen, the Hawks have to stop winning so much. They’d need to let Boston pass

them, and that won’t be easy. The Celtics are old and reeling: They’re 13-16 since Christmas Day.

But this is the franchise that brought the dark art of gamesmanship to the NBA on wisps of smoke

from Red Auerbach’s cigars, and those dastardly C’s will surely sense the place to be in the East is

No. 4, not No. 3.
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